Morpho launches SecureIdentity: a new digital identity platform
for GOV.UK online services

Wokingham, UK - December 15, 2015 - Morpho (Safran), world leader in
identity and security solutions, today announced the launch of
SecureIdentity, a new digital identity service for British citizens and
residents. Morpho is one of the new providers to support the expansion of
online services offered through the UK government’s new GOV.UK Verify
program.
GOV.UK Verify is the new way to prove who you are online so that users can
safely and securely access an increasing range of digital government services,
such as viewing their driving licences or filing their taxes.

Scheduled to go live in early 2016, SecureIdentity is a secure and easy-to-use
mobile application for citizens to prove and protect their identities online. Users
will be able to create a verified identity account through GOV.UK Verify. First-time
users of SecureIdentity will go through a one-time only verification process that
takes about 10 minutes. Once users are registered on SecureIdentity, it only
takes only a few seconds to prove their identities online, thanks to the use of a
secure smartphone app. SecureIdentity will enable immediate and secure access
without having to wait days for passwords or ID numbers to arrive in the post.

SecureIdentity fully supports the GOV.UK Verify movement to revolutionize
access to public services through the adoption of strong digital
identification and authentication technologies. These technologies will enable
UK citizens and residents to benefit from easier, simpler and faster access to
public services, whilst protecting the privacy of their personal data. There will be
neither central storage of information nor any disclosure of personal data without
the explicit authorization of the user.

Paul Naldrett, Managing Director Morpho UK, said, "Morpho has long been a
preferred partner of governments to help them manage their citizens' identities,
contributing to over 50 programs worldwide, including the UK. Our intimate
understanding of this market enables us to assist governments in their digital
transformation to the benefit of citizens. The singular focus of SecureIdentity is to
facilitate access to online services whilst protecting users from identity fraud. For
this reason, we have embedded an extra layer of security into our solution through
a dedicated smartphone application."
*****

About Morpho
Morpho (Safran) is a global leader in identity and security solutions for an
increasingly digital and connected world. We employ more than 8,600 people in
55 countries and generated revenues of more than €1.5 billion in 2014. Backed by
more than 40 years of experience in biometrics, our unique expertise lies in
developing innovative technologies for a wide range of markets and applications
for people, governments and business. Morpho contributes to managing
identities, protecting borders, detecting threats, supporting law enforcement and
providing trusted on-line transactions and services. Our solutions protect
identities, ensure safety and safeguard privacy, for easier, everyday lives.
For more information:
www.morpho.com
www.safran-group.com
Follow @Safran_Morpho on Twitter
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